
Converting Loyal Customers to Evangelists

Business Challenge The client was unable to retain its existing customers and losing them to its competition. Hence, they 
turned to CSS Corp and decided that their Customer Retention Rate (CRR) and Net Promoter Score (NPS), 
well-known measures of customer loyalty would be their focus metric to drive engagement, loyalty and 
sales. The client wished to set CRR target of 75% and NPS target of 60.89% to ensure they keep their loyal 

customers and be one of the preferred brands’ in the market.

Our Solution

Approach: 

Analysis — CSS Corp reviewed past records of the client’s 
customer comments and customer survey data acquired by 
partnering with the client through the years. This helped identify 
key parameters that could improve the client’s NPS.

Statistics — CSS Corp used statistical techniques to analyze the 
correlation of NPS and CRR to various operational metrics and 
found that it has a strong positive correlation to customer 
satisfaction (CSAT), first call resolution (FCR) and issue 
resolution (IR).

Experience — In order to improve customer loyalty, our technical 
support agents had to not only satisfy customer expectations, but 
exceed them, leading to a ‘wow’ experience during interactions.

Execution: 

The mantra was to improve customer satisfaction and building 
brand loyalty through stellar customer services and support.

Be thorough — Technical support agents were trained on key 
metrics of NPS, CRR and customer loyalty. Hence they were 
able to demonstrate the expertise on our client’s products, its 
features and benefits to the end consumers.
 
Be proactive — Empowered the tech support agents to 
promote various client products based on customer needs and 
wants.
Be brand ambassadors — Train and help the agents build skill 
sets that create delightful customer experiences.

Be inspirational — Made customers feel confident about 
using the client’s products by educating them about the key 
features and self-help options, thereby enabling customers to 
explore product features on their own, reducing calls, 
improving first call resolution (FCR) and issue resolution (IR).

About Client
A leading global manufacturer of computer 
networking equipment and other computer 

hardware for home and business use.

Metrics such as CRR and NPS are crucial components of creating loyal and happy cus-
tomers and to be able to exceed client’s expectations made the difference. 

Business Outcomes: 

We consistently achieved or exceeded the client’s NPS target of 60.89% 
— peaking at 82%.

Net Promoter Score

We exceeded the client’s CRR target of 75% and achieved CRR of 
86% in a calendar year.

Customer Retention

As a result of reduction in repeat calls, there was a 
significant improvement in customer satisfaction, evident 
from a sustained CSAT performance averaging at 92.44%.

Customer Experience

Key Takeaway

For more information, please email us at info@csscorp.com
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